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THED: V. A. Moore, Chief, Electrical Systems Branch, DES

MEETING WITE DUEI POWER CCIWANT ON OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, DOCIET NOS.
i 50-269, 50-270, and 50-287 i

A meeting was held with Duke Power Coogany on May 1,1970. I understand I

that the minutes of this meeting will be published by PWR Branch #2, DEL.

This meno is intended to supplement these meeting minutes and to record
the progress made on unresolved items identified in my meno to files,
ESB-15, dated April 16, 1970.

Operation On Less Thcs Four Beactor Coolant Pumps

SGi reviewed the protection available for the various pump operating j
modes. These are: J

Three pump operation - No change in trip logic or trip set pointsa.
over that available during four pump operation. The Power / Flow
Trip is relied upon to protect the reactor on less of one pump.

b. One pump in each loop - The Power /EC Pump Tris will trip the
reactor if neutron power exceeds 55% of rated power. This is an

- automatic set point change.

Two pumps in one loop - The Power /RC Pump Trip will trip thec.

reactor upo loss of two pumps in one loop. An instrurent tech-
nician will then manually reset the Power /RC Pump, Reactor Outlet
Temperature, Pressure / Temperature and, possibly, Power / Flow
reactor trip set points. One channel of the RPS system will be
tripped and the remaining trip logic will be either 1/2 (e.g. ,
High outlet Temperature) or 1/3 (e.g., Low Beactor Coolmat
Pressure) during single loop operation.

d. One pump operation - No one-pump operation is planned. Page 7-6 i

of the FSAR will be revised to delete the reference to one-pump |

single loop operation. j
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The position that BE and the applicant have taken is that the
adjustments which must be made prior to operation on a single loop
axe equivalent to those which must be made prior to a normal startup.

B E also stated that, since singleloop operation is preceded by a
reactor shutdown, Section 4.15 of IEEE 279 did not apply.

The ESB position is similar to that taken by DEL on the Palisades
and Robinson Flants. Since single loop operation is a planned mode
of operation, the design must provide positive means of assuring that
the more restrictive set points are used as required by Section 4.15
of IEEE 279. The fact that single loop operation is preceded by
reactor shutdown does not make the Oconee design significantly dif-
farent from that originally proposed for the Palisades and Robinson
Plants.

Isolatinn Transfer Diode Monitors

The 125 Vde Instrumentation and Control Power Systems use diodes to
| provide an automatic transfer of power to each of the distribution

buses. Using schematic diagrams, the applicant explained the opera-
tion of the system used to monitor these diodes.

i

j The monitor system design is considered proprietary information;
however, since the design is not discussed, I believe this memo does
not contain proprietary information.

One monitor is provided for each group of four diodes; there are
sixteen diodes associated with each distribution bus. The applicant
stated that the monitor system operates continuously and can detect
either an open or shorted diode. The system does not test the inverse
voltage blocking capability of the diodes. This is done separately
during a periodic test when the diodes are disconnected from their
circuit.

Since the use of transfer diodes in this application would be
unacceptable without a means of detecting diode failures, I requested
the applicant to submit the schematic drawin3s of the monitor system.
The applicant was also requested, and agreed, to include a non -
proprietary description of the diode monitor system in the FSA1.
Our only comment on the system design at the meeting was that the
design nest include a reliable means of informing the operator of
diode failures.
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Automatic Switchinn of Power to ESF Load Centers

The design of the auxiliary power system includes provisions for
automatic transfer of power to the majority of the 600 V motor con-
trol centers. Prior to the May 1 meeting, the applicant was asked
to investigate the need for automatic, rather than manual, transfer.
The applicant stated that the only load which requires automatic i

t.rsusfer to satisfy safety requirements is one of the three contain- !
ment fan coolers. The applicant explained the method of accomplish-
ing the automatic transfer now proposed and stated that it meets the
single failure criterios. The applicant also stated that two feeders i
are provided te each 208 Y HCC but this is a manual transfer. We
informed the applicant that our position on the use of automatic
transfer between rednadant ESF buses would be available in two or
three working days.

During subsequent discussions within the ESB, questions were raised
,

regarding the independence of redundant load groups at the 4160 V l

level. In the present design, which is similar to that proposed in ;

the construction permit application, all three 4160 V ESF buses
receive power via two coamson buses. This is the case regardless of
the power source. Since a lack of independence between redundant
ESF load groups would not be acceptable in a current construction
permit application, I believe that more information is needed to
determine the basis for approving this design.

In accordance with the ESB discussions, I will prepare a letter to
DRL and include a question for transmittal to the applicant. The

'

question will request the applicant to provide an analysis of the
present design regarding the independence of emergency power sources |

and redundant ESF load groups. Regardless of the eventual staff
position on the above, the use of the automatic transfer feature
unnecessarily reduces tho independence of redundant E57 loads.
Therefore, our recommendation that DEL not accept the automatic trans-
fer feature except where its use is necessary to satisfy safety
roquirements will also be included in the lettsir. i

|

Periodie Testiam of Reactor Tris Breakers

The reactor trip breakers are tested only every 20 weeks. At the
.

April 2 meeting, the applicant stated that the reactor trip breakers !

could net endure monthly trip tests. The applicant noe states that |

the trip breakers are designed for 35,000 operations. The discussion !
of more frequent breaker tests has been postponed until meetings on I

the technical specifications. I
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Eattery Breaker Position Indication

The applicant was asked to describe the means available to the
operator to determine that the 125 Vdc batteries remain connected
to their respective buses. The applicant stated that no means is
presently provided but that it will be added to the system.

/

,/

1.D. Follard
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THRU: V. A. Moore, Chief, Electrical Systems Branch, DRS

HEETING WITH DUlut POWER COMPANY ON CCONEE NUCLEAR STATION, DOCKET NOS.
50-26,9, 50-270, and 50-287,

A meeting was held with Duke Power Company on May 1, 1970. I understand
that the minutes of this meeting will be published by PWR Branch #2, DRL.

This memo is intended to supplement these meeting minutes and to record
the progress made on unresolved itens identified in my memo to files,
ZSB-15, dated April 16, 1970.;

Operation On Less Than 7our Reactor Coolant Pumps

B&W reviewed the protection available for the various pump operating
modes. These are:

a. Three pump operation - No change in trip logic or trip set points
over that available during four pump operation. The Power / Plow
Trip is relied upon to protect the reactor on loss of one pusp.

b. One pump in each loop - The Power /RC Pump Trip will trip the
reactor if neutron power exceeds 557. of rated power. This is an
automatic set point change,

Two pumps in one loop - The Power /RC Pump Trip will trip thec.

reactor upon loss of two pumps in one loop. An instrument tech-
nician will then manually reset the Power /RC Pump, Reactor Outlet
Temperature, Pressure / Temperature and, possibly, Power / Plow
reactor trip set points. One c5 snnel of the RPS system will be
tripped and the remaining trip logic will be either '1/2 (e.g. ,
High Outlet Temperature) or 1/3 (e.g. , Low Reactor Coolant
Pressure) during single loop operation.

d. One pump operation - No one-pump operation is planned. Page 7-6
of the PSAR will be revised to delete the reference to one-pump

single loop operation.
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The position that B&W and the applicant have taken is that the
adjustments which must be made prior to operation on a single loop
are equivalent to those which must be made prior to a normal startup.

4

B&W also stated that, since single loop operation is preceded by a
reactor shutdown, Section 4.15 of IEEE 219 did not apply.

The ESB position is similar to that taken by DRL on the Palisades )
and Robinson Plants. Since single loop operation is a planned mode i

of operation, the design rust provide positive means of assuring that |

the more restrictive set points are used as required by Section 4.15 l

of IEEE 279. The fact ehat single loop operation is preceded by
reactor shutdown does not make the Oconee design significantly dif-
ferent from that origin 'ly proposed for the Palisades and Robinson
Plants.

Isolating Transfer Diode Monitors

The 125 Vdc Instrumentation and Control Power Systems use diodes to
provide an automatic transfer of power to each of the distribution
buses. Using schematic diagrams, the applicant explained the opera-
tion of the system used to monitor these diodes.

,

The monitor system desige tidered proprietary information;
discussed, I believe this memo doeshowever, since the desir _.o

not contain proprietary turormation. ;

One monitor is provided for each group of four diodes; there are ,

sixteen diodes associated with each distribution bus. ~ The applicant I
stated that the monitor system operates continuously and can detect |

either an open or shorted diode. The system does not test the inverse |
voltage blocking capability cf the diodes. This is done separately ]
during a periodic test when the diodes are disconnected from their ,

'

circuit.

Since the use of transfer dicdes in this application would be
Iunacceptable without a means of detecting diode failures, I requested'

the applicant to submit the cchematic drawings of the_ monitor system.
The applicant was also reque:.ted,' and agreed, to include a non-
proprietary description of toe diode monitor system in the FSAR.
Our only comment on the system design at the meeting was that the
design must include a reliable means of informing the operator of
diode failures.
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Automatic Switching of Power to ESF Load Centers
.

The design of the auxiliary power system includes provisions for
i automatic transfer of power to the majority of the 600 V motor con-

trol centers. Prior to the May 1 meeting, the applicant was asked
to investigate the need for automatic, rather than manual, transfer.
The applicant stated that the only load which requires automatic
transfer to satisfy safety requirements is one of the three contain-
ment fan coolers. The applicant explained the method of accomplish-
ing the automatic transfer now proposed and stated that it meets the
single failure criterion. The applicant also stated that two feeders

; are provided to each 208 V MCC but this is a manual transfer. We
'

informed the applicant that our position on the use of automatic |
i transfer between redundant ESF buses would be available in two or '

three working days.

During subsequent discussions within the ESB, questions were raiced
regarding the independence of redundant load groups at the 4160 V
level. In the present design, which is similar to that proposed in j

the construction permit application, all three 4160 V ESF buses |

receive power via two common buses. This is the case regardless of |

the power source. Since a lack of independence between redundant
ESF load groups would not be acceptable in a current construction
permit application, I believe that more information is needed to

.

determine the basis for approving this design.

In accordance with the ESB discussions, I will prepare a letter to
DRL and include a question for transmittal to the applicant. The
question will request the applicant to provide an analysis of the
present design regarding the independence of emerga ay power sourcesu,

! and r-dundant ESF load groups. Regardless of the eventual staff
position on the above, the use of the automatic transfer feature
unnecessarily reduces the independence of redunfant ESF loads.
Therefore, our recommendation that DRL not accept the automatic trans-
fer feature except where its use is necessary to satisfy safety
requirements will also be included in the letter.

Periodie Testing of Reactor Trip Breakers

The reactor trip breakers are tested only every 20 weeks. At the

April 2 meeting, the applicant stated that the reactor trip breakers
could not endure monthly trip tests. The applicant now states that
the trip breakers are designed for 35,000 operations. The discussi(n
of more frequent breaker tests has been postponed until meetings on
the technical specifications.
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Battery Breaker Position Indication,

The applicant was asked to describe the means available to the
operator to determine that the 125 Vdc batteries remain connected
to their respective buses. The applicant stated that no means is
presently provided but that it will be added to the system.

/f a; I4'
R.D. Pollard )

ESB-23 Electrical Systems Branch
DRS :ESB:RDP Division of Reactor Standards

cc: E. G. Case, DRS
P. A. Morris, DRL
R. C. DeYoung, DRL
C. G. Long, DRL
A. Schwencer, DRL


